Abstract-The autonomous learning capability of UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) has gained more and more attentions of researchers. As far as helicopter steering is concerned, instead of calculating dynamics of UAV in a relative short interval, pilots just take their experience and consciousness instantaneously, known as similar status has similar action, to keep the helicopter hovering. The experience and the consciousness of pilots store the mapping from the similar environment to the corresponding similar decisions. Motivated by the process, we establish the UAV mapping base from environment to decision with IHDR (Incremental Hierarchical Discriminant Regression) algorithm. UAV learns to build the mapping relation offline and online alternatively. The retrieval process from the mapping base has higher efficiency for its less mathematics complexity. Simulation results show that the approach we proposed in this paper has better performance than traditional neural network.
In order to improve the autonomous control performance of UAV, i.e., the robust in uncertain environment and the real time performance, some studies based on autonomous learning attract more and more concerns [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These methods, called model-free methods, usually learn some samples or datasets instead of critically relying on a given particular mathematics model. For example, James et al [4] has proposed a hierarchical behavior-based control architecture in which fuzzy controller provides coarse control for the helicopter, while neural network controllers are incrementally built and tuned in order to provide coarse-to-fine control. Andrew et al [5] refine the dynamics model by reinforcement learning. Although they use some linear methods as the control strategies, UAV meets favorable performance criteria. However, autonomous learning method based on reinforcement learning is delayed due to the delayed supervised information. So it is time-consumed for parameters needed to tune before getting satisfied performance.
The autonomous learning mechanisms proposed in this paper can not only build the instantaneous mapping from environment to control, bust also learn online and offline to get a coarse-to-fine database. The mapping originates from the true practice of pilots. Generally, pilots manipulate the helicopter with their experience and consciousness instead of complexity computation. The experience and consciousness are the mapping from the similar work environment to the corresponding similar decision. People just execute hovering task by retrieving the corresponding decision from the mapping base.
It is the body constraints and high dimensional uncertainties that make the hovering environment much more complexity and therefore make controlling problem much harder. By considering these constraints and uncertainties as input status, a hierarchical clustering algorithm, named IHDR, is used to mapping to the corresponding decision. This clustering algorithm is effective for its tree-structure. Many simulations prove that the method proposed in the paper is correct and practical.
II. AUTONOMOUS MAPPING ARCHITECTURE AND MAPPING

BASE
A. Autonomous mapping architecture
The autonomous mapping architecture has the advantages of offline and online learning which can update online and refine the mapping base without halting the system. There are three parts in the architecture, as shown in Fig 1. First, launch offline learning and build the primitive mapping base with the dataset sampled from pilot's operating practice. At the end of offline learning, the mapping base can provide a coarse
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Yang Chen, Xingang Zhao and Jianda Han H 978-1-4244-9318-0/10/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE decision for UAV control. Second, online updating uses the real status of UAV to refine the mapping base. The third part retrieves the mapping base with the current UAV status. The hierarchical clustering architecture will provide the mapping output as the UAV control value. Some details will be explained in the following sections. [9] [10] is a hierarchical clustering tree as shown in Fig.2 . In order to construct the mapping base, IHDR algorithm is used to extract the mapping relation between UAV status and decision. Each node in IHDR tree, representing a cluster, is composed of status and decision parts. Each node generally stores the mean and variance of all offspring nodes. K nearest neighbor and K-means algorithms are used for IHDR tree to spawn a child once the volume of nodes expands over a threshold. Each node has a subspace spanned by the mean vectors of its all children nodes. The high dimensional status can be projected to a low dimensional subspace to improve the learning and mapping speed, because the children nodes are much less than the status dimensions.
B. IHDR algorithm
IHDR algorithm has a uniform learning prototype no matter offline or online. By combining the status and the decision, denoted by X and Y respectively, it gets a sample pair S=(X, Y). Then the adding pattern function will be called to update the IHDR tree by making use of the information of the low dimensional Y. However, the retrieving stage makes use of the true status, X, as the criteria to search the most matching decision. Additionally, the width-first searching algorithm is taken to accelerate the searching process. Simulation shows that IHDR algorithm can provide good performance in aspect of real time and mapping precision.
C. Mapping base with IHDR
In order to realize hovering control, a true UAV model, SERVOHELI-40 [11] , as shown in Fig.3 , is used to capture dataset for learning. The approximate mapping implied in its dynamics can be described as and q are angle velocity of roll and pitch. col is the vertical control input, lat is the lateral control input, lon is the longitudinal control input, and ped is the yawing control input. Please refer to [11] for more details about the dynamics. When UAV is hovering, the expected roll and pitch should be both restricted in a small fluctuation but not the yaw. The process of a pilot controlling helicopter is recorded as shown in Fig.4 . This preprocess improves the mapping equality in IHDR tree by ignoring the influence of diverse ranges of different attribution in the sample.
III. SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS
A. UAV dynamics
The UAV dynamics can be decomposed into three parts: lateral, longitudinal and coupling dynamics of altitude with yaw. Only two inputs and five states are left by setting some coupling parameters to zero and by adding some free coefficients for compensation. The simplified dynamics is ( ) ( ) ( )
where
. A and B are both constant matrix determined by the actual parameters of our SERVOHELI-40. k is time step. More details can be found in [11] and [12] .
B. Autonomous hovering with mapping base
UAV will retrieve from the mapping base after an initial status has been set by hands. The Equation (3) produces a new status with the help of the control value u that can be retrieved from the mapping base. Once a new status is produced, it will feed to the mapping base as the next input to get a new control value. This close loop continues until the hovering task come to an end. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the hovering curves under the mapping mechanism. The hovering lasts 60s with sampling frequency of 50Hz. It is obviously that UAV can hover freely and smoothly. Simulation shows that UAV hovering with the mapping base can maintain the UAV flying in a very small area (about ±9m). Meanwhile, UAV restricts its roll and pitch fluctuating in a very small range (about ±10 deg). It consumes about 0.69ms in one iteration under MATLAB environment.
C. Comparison with Neural network
This section compares our method with BP neural network. By making use of the MATLAB toolbox [13], the network has three layers, i.e., 13 input neurons, 17 hidden neurons and 4 output neurons. It trains with LM algorithm and the same dataset as our method. After training, UAV status can be also mapped to decision so long as an arbitrary status inputting to the network. We set the initial status of UAV the same as our method does. Then the outputs of the network drive UAV to hover, as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . The results of the BP network show that UAV position fluctuates violently (about 35m). The roll and the pitch also vibrate heavily (more than ±40 and ±20 deg). More seriously, some roll exceeds 40 degree that beyond the toleration of hovering for UAV. The network costs about 7.1ms in one iteration under MATLAB environment. To draw a conclusion, the traditional neural network is much less accurate than the method of autonomous mapping base.
The comparison for performance between our method and BP network is listed in Table I . This paper proposes an autonomous mapping based method that is inspired from the true practice of pilot controlling the helicopter. Through analysis, we take humans' control as one instantaneous mapping mechanism. This paper attempts to solve the problem of UAV hovering by building the autonomous mapping from status to control variables. We adopt IHDR algorithm as the basic architecture with clustering prototype. There are two advantages in this mapping process. One is the high precision of the mapping. The other is the good performance of real time when extracting the decision from the mapping base. We also compare our method with the traditional BP neural network, which can also reflect the mapping from status to control. But when the two methods are applied to UAV hovering, respectively, the method we propose shows better performance in aspect of stability and real time. On the contrary, BP network can not satisfy the demand of stability well enough because the roll and pitch are hard to restrict in a relative small area. A lot of simulations have validated that the method are feasible to the task of UAV hovering. Although the mapping base in this paper can be built upon IHDR algorithm, it has a problem of neglecting the variation of status during the constructing process. In some special situation, it encounters remarkably different outputs between two continuous retrievals. So our future work is to improve the mapping algorithm in order to get a better hovering performance for UAV. 
